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ŠKODA KODIAQ: Interior Revealed  
  

› More car: Third row of seats and boot capacity set standards  

› New interior design: instrument panel with two symmetrical zones, upright air 

vents, touch display in sophisticated glass design 

› Intuitive operation: cockpit features logical and user-friendly layout  

› ŠKODA presents new SUV model in Berlin on 1 September 2016  

 
Mladá Boleslav, 30 August 2016 – This is how ŠKODA’s new large SUV looks in 

the interior: Shortly before its world premiere, the Czech automobile 

manufacturer gives a first glimpse inside the new large SUV. The photos 

emphasize that ŠKODA has implemented their modern, clear, expressive design 

language in the cockpit and the interior. At the same time, the images highlight 

the brand’s high and uncompromising standards in terms of functionality and 

build quality. ŠKODA is once again setting new standards in interior space: The 

ŠKODA KODIAQ features the largest boot in its class and is optionally available 

as a seven-seater.  

 

The interior of the ŠKODA KODIAQ is powerful and robust, yet welcomes passengers with 

a friendly character. As with all ŠKODA models, the KODIAQ is modern and elegant whilst 

meeting the functional requirements of an SUV.  Every detail conveys clarity and calm; 

form and function are harmonized.  

  

The expressively and elegantly designed dashboard is uncluttered. It is divided into two 

symmetrical zones for driver and passenger. Distinctive vertical elements, such as the 

four large air inlets characterise the interior.  The middle ones flank the on-board 

monitor. Their edges run along the top of the instrument panel and form a trapezoid, 

which reflects the ŠKODA KODIAQ’s bonnet. The large display has an elegant glass 

design with ‘Simply Clever’ operation – logical and intuitive. All switches and functions 

are easily accessible with a self-explanatory layout. The seats are made of high quality 

materials, offering the driver and front passenger superior comfort.  

 

The above-average space, which sets new standards in its class, is characteristic of 

ŠKODA: The developers of the KODIAQ have made the largest interior possible from the 

external dimensions of 4.70 meters in length and 1.88 meters in width. For the first time 

in a ŠKODA, the SUV is also available with seven seats.  The model can react flexibly to 

various seating and cargo requirements thanks to longitudinally adjustable reclining 

seats.  

 
With a volume of 720 to 2,065 l (with rear seats folded), the five-seater ŠKODA KODIAQ 
offers the largest boot in its class. Options such as the heated steering wheel ensure high 
comfort. The same is true of the more than 30 ‘Simply Clever’ solutions, such as the door 
edge protection, electric child safety and sleep headrests.  
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The new ŠKODA KODIAQ celebrates its world premiere in Berlin on 1 September 2016. 

ŠKODA will be broadcasting the impressive production of film, music and choreography 

live on the Internet from 19:00 CEST.  

 

You can follow the 45-minute vehicle presentation via live stream. The media also have 

the opportunity to broadcast the transmission via embed code on their own channels.  

 

Livestream: http://www.skoda-auto.com/en/models/kodiaq/premiere  

Embed Code: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDiAg1LGJU4 

 

 

For more information: 

Silke Rosskothen    Ann Harder 

Head of Product communications   Product Communications 

T +420 326 811 731    T +420 326 811 769 

silke.rosskothen@skoda-auto.cz   ann.harder@skoda-auto.cz  
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ŠKODA KODIAQ: Interior Revealed 

The expressively and elegantly designed dashboard 

is uncluttered. It is divided into two symmetrical 

zones for driver and passenger.  

 

 

 

Download                                Source: ŠKODA AUTO 

 

 

ŠKODA KODIAQ: Interior Revealed 

Two additional seats are available on request for the 

third row – the ŠKODA KODIAQ is the first seven-

seater in the brand’s history.  

 

 

 

Download                                Source: ŠKODA AUTO 
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ŠKODA KODIAQ: Interior Revealed  

The large display has an elegant glass design with 

‘Simply Clever’ operation – logical and intuitive.  

 

 

 

 

Download                                Source: ŠKODA AUTO 

 

 

 

ŠKODA KODIAQ: Interior Revealed  

With a volume capacity of 720 to 2,065 l (with rear 

seats folded), the ŠKODA KODIAQ offers the largest 

boot in its class. 

 

 

 

Download                                Source: ŠKODA AUTO 

 

 

 

Video: ŠKODA KODIAQ Interior Revealed  

Shortly before its world premiere, the Czech 

automobile manufacturer gives a first glimpse inside 

the new large SUV.  

 

 

Download                                Source: ŠKODA AUTO 

 

 
 
ŠKODA AUTO 
› is one of the longest-established vehicle manufacturers in the world. The company was founded in 1895 

– during the pioneering days of the automobile. Today, the company’s headquarters remain in Mladá 
Boleslav. 

› currently offers the following models in the range: CITIGO, FABIA, RAPID, OCTAVIA, YETI, KODIAQ and 
SUPERB. 

› in 2015 delivered more than 1 million vehicles to customers worldwide. 
› has belonged to Volkswagen since 1991. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful 

automotive groups in the world. ŠKODA, in association with the Group, independently manufactures and 
develops vehicles, as well as components, engines and gear transmissions.  

› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic, produces in China, Russia, Slovakia and India mainly 
through Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine and Kazakhstan through local partners. 

› employs over 26,600 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets. 
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